Today’s enterprises require new network monitoring systems to detect and mitigate advanced cyber threats. The Lincoln Laboratory Cyber Situational Awareness (LLCySA) system gives network operators insights into the current state of an enterprise-scale network and provides cyber analytics researchers a platform for algorithm development. LLCySA includes highly scalable data warehousing, real-time data ingestion, responsive querying for both human users and automated analytics, and the computational capabilities required by advanced algorithms.

Government and business operations rely heavily on cyber infrastructure. Users require high availability for their day-to-day work, and organizations expect sensitive data, including valuable proprietary or classified material, to be protected from destruction or unauthorized disclosure. At the same time, malicious hackers, as well as threats within an organization, pose risks to network availability and data security. However, most enterprise networks are ill-equipped to prevent, detect, or respond to sophisticated threats. Lincoln Laboratory researchers are exploring data-driven approaches to network protection.

Imagine a cyber analyst navigating a three-dimensional (3D) game, walking down virtual office building hallways, inspecting network activity emanating from each office. Suddenly, flying in from another part of the building, a computer, engulfed in digital flames, alerts the analyst to anomalous activity. A quick inspection reveals that the problem is botnet activity: malware has infected this PC, and hackers are attempting to gain control. With a few deft keystrokes, the analyst quarantines the system and begins patching the infected operating system. The Lincoln Laboratory Cyber Situational Awareness (LLCySA) program is integrating the data, algorithms, and interfaces to help make this vision a reality.

The mission of cyber situational awareness (SA) is to provide detailed, current information about the state of a network and its path in arriving at that state. A key component of this mission is building and maintaining a real-time understanding of active devices and connections on the network. Situational awareness in cyberspace differs from SA in traditional domains because cyberspace lacks...
clear physical boundaries, situations evolve very quickly, and the quantity of actors and activity can be substantial. However, large amounts of information are available to address the problem—a fact making cyber SA both tractable and more challenging.

Current security tools fail to detect and prevent advanced attacks or to provide the general cyber SA necessary for resilient operations. Many enterprise networks use security information event management (SIEM) systems to monitor network events. However, enterprise network operations generally require several stove-piped tools to cover all requirements, and correlating data between the tools is challenging. Existing tools also have limited extensibility and scalability. New data sources and analytics often require contracting with the SIEM developer for system modifications. Additionally, the systems do not scale well to cluster computing environments that utilize parallel architectures for storage and processing.

Cyber SA serves two main functions: operations and analysis. Network operations require real-time representation of the network to assess defensive posture, help maintain network availability and performance, and identify potential systems of interest. On the other hand, network analysis is primarily forensic and involves responding to security incidents or investigating infected devices. Effective cyber SA enables operators to better secure their network, provides greater visibility of friends and foes, and facilitates the planning, commanding, and execution of missions.

Lincoln Laboratory has developed a system to provide robust SA on enterprise-scale networks using big data technologies. LLCySA’s technical approach is to collect information from network sensors, such as server log files and monitoring services, and perform timely analysis of these datasets. LLCySA’s main challenges involve achieving scalability while maintaining extensibility. The volume, velocity, and variety of incoming data require the use of a scalable distributed database system combined with a carefully designed storage scheme and parallel ingest processing. Data modeling and query processing enable analysts to construct complex queries and analytics that fuse and enrich information from disparate data sources to better address SA questions. Finally, a plug-and-play software architecture enables rapid insertion of new data sources and analytics, and promotes portability of system components to various networks.

Research and Development on a Real Network
LLCySA’s research approach is based on bringing real data from Lincoln Laboratory’s network into a research environment. Research and development occurs in the Lincoln Research Network Operations Center (LRNOC), where research groups can directly collaborate with the Laboratory’s network operations and security departments. By talking to real operators and analysts, researchers gain a deeper understanding of their SA challenges and needs. To date, dozens of use cases have been identified as targets for analytic research and development.

Within the LRNOC, researchers experiment with operationally relevant datasets. LLCySA currently stores more than 50 event types, including server log files, aggregated traffic statistics, alerts from network appliances, and enterprise data. Data sources routinely include firewalls, routers, web proxy servers, email servers, name servers, network and host-based intrusion detection systems, enterprise applications, and other custom systems. The raw data could be in a structured, semistructured, or binary format; arrive streaming or in batches; and must be parsed and preprocessed before being inserted into the database. A data-enrichment process can create additional event types and fuse entities represented in multiple data sources.

Safeguarding Lincoln Laboratory’s real network data both for security and privacy is a priority and a condition for data usage. Physical and logical controls have been put in place to protect access and assure security of the data. Additionally, all researchers using the data have signed specific data-handling agreements on what is acceptable use and handling of the data.

This research environment enables cyber security research staff, network operators, and software engineers to closely collaborate while analyzing real data. This approach results in rapid and agile innovation cycles, as tools can be prototyped with immediate feedback from end users. It also accelerates the timeline for research ideas to become mature technologies running on a real network.

Fighting Cyber Threats with Big Data Technology
Enterprise networks are large and complex, as an organization may have thousands of users and devices, dozens of servers, multiple physical locations, and many users connecting remotely. Achieving cyber SA on these networks involves dealing with massive quantities of data.
To support forensics and advanced analytics, the system must maintain a long history of event information, which in turn requires scalable, distributed storage at the terabyte to petabyte scale. The system must also keep pace with a data rate, engendered by various attached network sensors, that far exceeds the insertion rates of traditional database systems. Each sensor provides information of a different type, in both format and semantics, and these sources may change over time.

Big data challenges are characterized by data volume, velocity, and variety. Traditional servers and software architectures do not scale, and thus LLCySA relies on big data technologies and cluster computing to achieve true scalability. The centerpiece of our big data approach is Apache Accumulo [1], an open-source distributed database with origins in the intelligence community. Coupled with a parallel-processing framework, the system can ingest the data from various sources in real time while simultaneously computing key statistics for use by analytical algorithms. Support for big data is a key requirement for the LLCySA architecture, and we have accordingly designed LLCySA to deploy on any network without compromising scalability.

Systems that attempt to monitor network activity by capturing and processing full-packet data are fundamentally limited by the amount of data they can retain and the complexity of processing they can perform at line speed. Therefore, the primary information sources for the LLCySA system are events generated by network sensors rather than the complete data flow. This design decision results in the loss of some information but also enables a robust system capable of performing advanced analytics over extended time ranges.

Events broadly represent a record of something happening in the cyber environment and can include activity (a user requesting a web page), protocol events (a server assigning an address to a computer), and observations from monitoring systems (a network scanner detecting an operating system vulnerability on a particular computer). An event record ties together attributes of various types or formats, including the Internet protocol (IP) addresses, physical addresses, protocol names, domain names, and uniform resource identifiers. These attribute types often imply a particular string format (e.g., IP addresses consist of four numbers separated by periods) and some semantic meaning (e.g., a physical address uniquely identifies a real or virtual network interface). Event occurrences imply some sort of connection between attributes, and analysts and algorithms can exploit these connections to gain insight into network activity.

In addition to archiving network events, LLCySA has tools to enable analysts to explore activity. Thus, the system provides responsive and flexible data retrieval. However, combining the capacity and scalability of big data tools with the interactivity of more traditional databases is a particularly tough challenge. Lincoln Laboratory is a leader in adapting scalable database technology to meet the needs of analysts and algorithm developers, and we have used multiple techniques to meet data retrieval requirements.

**Cyber Situational Awareness Architecture**

The LLCySA system architecture comprises components for data ingest, storage, query, and analysis while providing cluster-computing resources for parallel processing. Figure 1 shows the system components. The system supports three types of users: the data engineer, analytics developer, and security analyst. The data engineer understands the raw network data feeds and writes applications for the ingest platform that parse and import the data sources into the system. The analytics developer writes applications that run on the analytics platform. These applications can request data through the query-processing subsystem and can insert new data to issue alerts or to enrich existing records. Some analytics applications are designed to interact with a user (such as browser-based or command-line event search tools), while others run as an uncued background process searching for particular types of network activity. The security analyst operates the various analytics applications and can issue queries for the purpose of network operations or forensic analysis. This three-pronged design enables the system to perform ingest, query, and analysis of the network data in an efficient and scalable way.

Data flow in the system starts with the various data sources being initially staged on the central file system. The data sources contain information about network events (authentication, web requests) involving entities on the network (machines, users). The parallel ingest platform handles the necessary parsing and preprocessing prior to ingesting the event records as rows in a database table. Once ingested, network events can be queried by applications running in the analytics platform. The
queries highly efficient. However, one dimension stands out as applicable to all event data: a time stamp. Given the frequency with which users restrict queries by time range, we encode time into the row key to give time restrictions first-class support. Seen in Figure 3a, our row key is composed of three parts: a shard (or partition) number, the time stamp of the event occurrence (reversed with respect to the Unix epoch), and an 8-byte hash of the event to minimize the chance of key collisions in dense datasets.

FIGURE 1. The LLCySA architecture enables developers and analysts to use high-performance computing resources to draw conclusions from massive datasets. The ingest platform adds data feeds to the distributed database, from which applications query data via the analytics platform. API is application programming interface.

Scalable Storage and Ingest
The LLCySA system handles data volume with a multinode distributed Accumulo database instance, which is based on Google’s BigTable design [2]. Our initial instance of the system uses eight server nodes for 60-terabyte capacity, but the database has been demonstrated to scale to more than 1000 nodes. Accumulo is a key-value store that achieves scalability by sorting records at the time of ingestion and that offers fast lookups along a single dimension [3]. Records in Accumulo are stored in lexicographical order by key—a row identifier and column identifier. This key structure encourages Accumulo’s use as a tabular store in which each record is a row identifier, a column identifier, and a value. Sorting by key ensures that scans based on a single row or range of rows are very fast, regardless of how large the database grows.

For maximum retrieval performance, the keying scheme must be carefully designed such that the majority of common queries can be performed by simply selecting a range of rows. Unfortunately, given the wide variety of data sources being ingested and the need to support ad hoc exploratory queries, it is impossible to design any one row-key structure to make all potential queries highly efficient. However, one dimension stands out as applicable to all event data: a time stamp. Given the frequency with which users restrict queries by time range, we encode time into the row key to give time restrictions first-class support. Seen in Figure 3a, our row key is composed of three parts: a shard (or partition) number, the time stamp of the event occurrence (reversed with respect to the Unix epoch), and an 8-byte hash of the event to minimize the chance of key collisions in dense datasets.

FIGURE 2. TX-CYSA is a 24-node compute cluster that provides more than 200 terabytes of distributed storage and 576 processing cores for cyber analytic development and network monitoring.
Computing projections of very long rows. The D4M computation to enable some performance improvements when Lincoln Laboratory’s Dynamic Distributed Dimensional and field value, respectively. This scheme is based on most recent events first. In a real-time system, it is useful to be able to quickly query negated, and projected back to a Unix-style time stamp (i.e., the number of seconds since the Unix epoch), negated, and projected back to a Gregorian calendar and formatted without delimiters. In a real-time system, it is useful to be able to quickly query for the latest events. Our reversed time stamp ensures that any query for a particular time period will return the reversed time stamp, the event time is converted late the reversed time stamp, the event time is converted to a Unix-style time stamp (i.e., the number of seconds since the Unix epoch), negated, and projected back to a Gregorian calendar and formatted without delimiters. In a real-time system, it is useful to be able to quickly query for the latest events. Our reversed time stamp ensures that any query for a particular time period will return the most recent events first.

The column key and value contain the field name and field value, respectively. This scheme is based on Lincoln Laboratory’s Dynamic Distributed Dimensional Data Model (D4M) schema [4] with a slight modification to enable some performance improvements when computing projections of very long rows. The D4M computation system [5] can be readily adapted to accommodate this schema change.

Our keying scheme for the event table allows efficient time-based queries, but all other queries require an exhaustive search of row values within that time period, which would be prohibitively time-consuming. To help solve this issue, we employ an index table for a subset of event fields. The structure of these index entries is shown in Figure 3b. To preserve storage space, only the subset of fields likely to be included in query conditions is indexed. Given a query on a particular column-value pair (e.g., “select all entries where src_ip equals 10.10.10.87”), a scan on the secondary index table is dispatched for all row identifiers starting with src_ip | 10.10.10.87. This scan will quickly return all row keys in the event table where this condition is met. If necessary, these rows can then be retrieved from the event table to get the event occurrence’s other fields.

The high-velocity network data are processed in parallel to support real-time preprocessing and ingest. Ingest is a batched process, with log files and network sources processed at regular intervals. The process is highly data parallel, as the raw data can be easily partitioned across the cluster for preprocessing and insertion into Accumulo. Preprocessing steps include parsing the raw data and transforming it into one of two common file formats: comma-separated value (CSV) or JavaScript object notation (JSON). Since both of these formats are supported by a wide array of development environments, integrating new data sources is straightforward. After preprocessing, ingestion of the outputted files is parallelized, so that rows

![FIGURE 3. The LLCySA storage schema uses two tables per event type and carefully designed keys to support efficient queries. The event table is the primary query table set in reversed time stamp order. The index table enables queries to quickly retrieve records containing a particular value (in field name or value) and links back to the corresponding event table row.](image-url)
in CSV files and objects in JSON files are transformed into Accumulo *writes* (sets of row, column, and value triples). Aggregate database ingest rates scale well with the number of clients, so this parallelization is efficient and can be implemented using well-known job schedulers such as Open Grid Engine.

We have demonstrated ingest scalability up to 256 processors on the TX-CYSA cluster [6]. Given the current cluster size and 10 Gbps network, data ingest has not yet fully utilized the network. However, as this application grows to larger clusters to handle petabyte-scale datasets, scalability will become limited by network bandwidth.

**Query Processing**

The LLCySA query processor provides composable operators for selecting, filtering, and aggregating entries [7]. The operator model is based on Accumulo’s concept of entry iterators. In Accumulo, all server-side data operations are handled through a Java iterator framework. At scan time, entries are read off disk or from a memory cache into a tree of cascaded iterators, in which inputs and outputs are sets of key-value pairs. Accumulo server-side iterators are stateless between iterations and cannot initiate new scans (although seeking other entries within a row is possible). These restrictions enable trivial parallelism, but they preclude standard Structured Query Language capabilities, such as “distinct” and “join” operations. Such tasks, therefore, must be performed client-side.

Data retrieval in LLCySA occurs through queries composed of one or more operators. These operators run externally from the database servers, and the first operator always initiates Accumulo scans. Each query specifies a database table name, a list of fields (i.e., columns) to be retrieved, and a set of conditions. Other operators accomplish tasks such as aggregating results (e.g., forming histograms), limiting the number of results, or splitting the result set into pages. Unlike server-side iterators, LLCySA operators preserve states between iterations, enabling computationally trivial determination of aggregates such as histograms and counts of distinct values. Loosening the state preservation restriction complicates query parallelization, but several strategies exist for exploiting concurrency.

Query conditions are evaluated by filtering entries on the tablet servers or by using the index table. Generally, the Accumulo iterator framework operates on individual entries (i.e., single key-value pairs). However, the LLCySA query model applies restriction conditions to entire rows, such that a row is accepted or rejected by the iterator depending on whether that row’s set of columns collectively satisfy query conditions.

Accumulo is designed for petabyte-scale data analysis and has been demonstrated to solve out-of-core graph traversals requiring 10 to 100 hours to complete. Thus, it is not tuned for low-latency performance on interactive queries. Scan results are sent to the client in batches of automatically determined size. This batching can impose a latency penalty of several seconds before the client receives the first result. Moreover, Accumulo has no built-in feature for limiting the number of scan results. Thus, the user may need to wait for a large number of results to batch on the tablet servers even if only a small number of results are desired.

Therefore, to improve interactive query performance, we have implemented an adaptive batching technique based on the time range. All queries specify a particular time range by which to restrict results. Instead of executing a query over the entire range at once, the LLCySA technique splits the time range into batches, which change in size adaptively depending on the number of results returned and the runtime of the query. Our query batching technique achieves improvement in query responsiveness of more than 10 times over other techniques as measured by the latency in receiving the first result.

**Analytics Platform**

The LLCySA data storage, retrieval, and processing resources form a platform on which developers create analytical and user-facing applications. These applications can request data through the query processor, insert new data, or interface directly with the Accumulo database or distributed file system. Rather than restricting developers to a particular programming language or application programming interface, LLCySA provides a flexible Linux cluster environment based on the LLGrid software stack [8]. This platform enables algorithm development in MATLAB/D4M, Python, R, and other high-level languages, while user interfaces can be implemented as web services using any software framework or library. In particular, we highlight two applications built on the LLCySA platform.
is then able to obtain pertinent information about the assets of interest, thereby enabling accurate SA and even triggering a real-world response.

On the basis of this concept, researchers have developed CYSA3D (for cyber situational awareness in 3D), a real-time visualization of the Lincoln Laboratory network, shown in Figure 4. The application relies primarily on three data inputs. The first is the network access control data feed that contains events of hosts connecting and disconnecting from the network and profiles of those hosts, including connecting network ports, assigned IP addresses, media-access control addresses, operating systems, and owner information. Second, the application imports electronic drawings of the Laboratory’s floor plans and extracts the locations of its nearly 10,000 network faceplates. The third input is a mapping of network ports to faceplates maintained by the Facility Services Department. By fusing these three data sources, the application produces a virtual representation of the Laboratory, in which network assets are geolocated onto building drawings.

CYSA3D allows a user to patrol through this virtual environment and interrogate devices encountered along the way. Devices are assigned visual cues (e.g., colors, icons, or simple animations) to show their properties.
If additional data feeds are available, such as web activity logs or alerts from intrusion detection systems, the application can augment the display of devices with such information. In addition to using the patrol mode of interaction, users can search based on arbitrary criteria and have the resulting devices fly directly into the field of view. For example, users may pull all devices that have been flagged by an intrusion detection system and triage all the alerts.

Graph-Based Botnet Detection
A key benefit of LLCySA is support for advanced analytical techniques that derive actionable intelligence from large datasets. One such technique considers the mathematical graph in which vertices represent internal computers and external web servers, and edges represent web requests between two computers. Researchers have demonstrated an algorithm capable of detecting the signature of malicious botnet traffic in the presence of normal web traffic and have integrated this technique into LLCySA as an uncued background analytic.

This graph analysis technique applies detection theory from conventional signal processing theory to find threats in a noisy background [9]. The approach formulates the web-connection graph as a sparse adjacency matrix and applies sparse matrix decomposition techniques to establish a model for normal activity and reasonable thresholds for anomalous activity. The anomalous subgraph detection analytic is implemented in D4M, which leverages the large web traffic archive stored in Accumulo.

Continuing Analytic and Application Development
The LLCySA program has demonstrated various capabilities on a pilot system and has already deployed capabilities on the Lincoln Laboratory network. Further development and technology transitions are planned for the Laboratory’s network as well as for other tactical networks.

As the LLCySA program enters its final year, the team’s focus is shifting to building additional applications, preparing the platform to transition into a support phase, and deploying the tools to the Laboratory’s network operations. Following the conclusion of the program, the platform and the LRNOC will remain operational for future research efforts.

The research team continues to collaborate with the Laboratory’s internal security departments to identify opportunities to design interfaces and applications that can directly aid network analysts and operators in their daily tasks. A cross-divisional Laboratory team designed a visual analytic for enterprise network SA [10], which has inspired ongoing LLCySA prototyping and development. Figure 5 shows a sample screen from this interface design.

Additionally, big data analytic development for cyber security continues as part of the LLCySA program and through several other Laboratory efforts. Researchers are applying the latest data science techniques and the Laboratory’s cyber expertise to detect network threats more quickly and effectively. LLCySA serves as an important research platform for proof-of-concept development...
before deployment on the Laboratory’s network and transition to tactical networks in the Department of Defense and intelligence community.
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